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Basic credentials
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Privacy friendly credentials
Credentials
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Kahoot
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Solution: 

Attribute based credentials (ABCs)

Privacy friendly credentials
Credentials
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Privacy friendly credentials
Credentials

Service provider [SP]

User [U]

Issuer [I]
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request credential

Credential

Credential

Request credential



- Credential = Collection of attributes
- Proof of having an attribute (DOB)
- Proof of predicate over attribute (>18 years old)

Privacy friendly credentials
Credentials
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IRMA:

Can choose to show just that you’re over 18.

Without showing something else. 

Privacy friendly credentials
Credentials
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- After graduation
- Hacked account in social media

Revocation of credentials
Credentials
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- Expulsion / hate crime



Problem of revocation of privacy friendly credentials
Credentials

Service provider [SP]

User [U]

Issuer [I]
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Unlinkability



- Revocation of credentials in case of:
- Retirement
- Hacked account, stolen, or lost paper with credential
- Fired

Problem of revocation of privacy friendly credentials
Credentials
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Credential
user revoker



Possible solutions:

- Issuer/TTP can keep a list of identities with credentials
- Prove membership of the accumulator (will be explained)
- White list / Black list of credentials

Problem of revocation of privacy friendly credentials
Credentials

Tradeoff:

- Privacy
- Computational effort for any of the three parties
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FIDO
IRMA Voting
IRMA

Examples
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Mobile app



?
Examples
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Source: Tweakers.net
25-11-2021



CoronaCheck App
Examples
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Source: Tweakers.net
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CoronaCheck App
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CoronaCheck App: Fraud methods
Examples
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Can you think of any fraudulent methods to obtain CoronaCheck QR codes?
These can be valid or fake.

1. Pay/bribe doctors or GGD employees to create a vaccination certificate

2. Pay someone to get a vaccination in your name

3. Use a code from someone else, i.e. from a Telegram group or online database

4. Use a fake CoronaCheck and/or CoronaScanner app

5. Use a generated code from another (EU) country where the private keys have 
been stolen
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1. Pay/bribe doctors or GGD employees to create a vaccination certificate
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2. Pay someone to get a vaccination in your name
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- 1st letter of first name
- 1st letter of last name
- Day of birth
- Month of birth

26 * 26 * 30 * 12 = 243.360 QR codes
26 * 26 * 12 = 8112 QR codes
26 * 26 * 30 = 20.280 QR codes
26 * 30 * 12 = 9360 QR codes

Codes in app only few minutes before expiring

Printed codes expire after year

Foreign codes do not expire (yet)

3. Use a code from someone else, i.e. from 
a Telegram group or online database
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4. Use a fake CoronaCheck and/or CoronaScanner app
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5. Use a generated code from another (EU) country where the private keys have been stolen



CoronaCheck App: Blocklist
Examples
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1. Check blocklist after starting up 
CoronaCheck App

2. Check blocklist after scanning with 
CoronaScanner App
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IRMA
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- I Reveal My Attributes
- Open Source
- Dynamic Accumulators

- Logging in

- Signing digitally

- Certainty

IRMA: What is it?
Examples
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- Health sector

Example: Fonkelzorg, a patient portal

- Municipalities

Example: ID-bellen, calling with your municipality, proving who you are

- Universities

Example: Surfdrive online storage, for students

- Insurances

Example: Foundation CIS, access to your own insurance data

- Digital signatures

Example: 030 IRMA, adding personal data to a PDF document

- Corona

Example: QRona, registering visitors, against Covid-19

- IRMA internally

Example: IRMA-meet, video calling with people, proving who they are

- IRMA Voting

Discussed later during this lecture

IRMA: Supported apps
Examples
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International:

- E-mail
- Attributes from some social media accounts
- Mobile phone number (in Europe)

Netherlands only:

- Name
- Address
- Date of birth
- BSN (citizen registration number)
- Age limits (ex. older than 18 or 65)
- Academic registration for students and staff
- Professional registration for health care professionals (AGB)

IRMA: Revocable attributes
Examples
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- Each card shows when certain attributes expire in the IRMA app.
- Depends on the stability of the attribute at hand.
- Issuer decides expiry times.
- ‘Refreshable’ at any time.

Examples (in Netherlands):
Date of birth (5 years)
Name (5 years)
Address (1 year)

IRMA: Expiry of attributes
Examples
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IRMA Voting
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Online/digital voting: Complications?
Examples
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Can you think of any complications with online or digital 
voting?



IRMA Voting: Complications?
Examples
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Can you think of any possible complications with IRMA 
Voting?



IRMA Voting: How it works
Examples
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FIDO
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FIDO
Examples
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Who knows FIDO here?

Who uses FIDO here?

Do you think FIDO is a good example of revocable 
credentials?



- Fast IDentity Online
- FIDO Alliance
- 2013
- Passwordless
- 2FA/MFA
- Revocable per site

Addition to IRMA for
logging in?

FIDO: What is it?
Examples
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FIDO: How to use FIDO
Examples
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FIDO: Registering
Examples
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FIDO: Logging in
Examples
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Kahoot
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Revocation strategies
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Anonymous credentials

Revocation strategies - building blocks
Revocation strategies

Proofs of Knowledge

Cryptographic Accumulators
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Anonymous credentials

Revocation strategies - building blocks
Revocation strategies

Proofs of Knowledge

Cryptographic Accumulators

Anonymous credentials

- Accountable transactions
- Selective disclosure

dd-mm-yyyy

18+? yes

18+? no
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Anonymous credentials

Revocation strategies - building blocks
Revocation strategies

Proofs of Knowledge

Cryptographic Accumulators
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Anonymous credentials

Revocation strategies - building blocks
Revocation strategies

Proofs of Knowledge

Cryptographic Accumulators

Proofs of Knowledge

- Prove without revealing 
value
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Anonymous credentials

Revocation strategies - building blocks
Revocation strategies

Proofs of Knowledge

Cryptographic Accumulators
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Anonymous credentials

Revocation strategies - building blocks
Revocation strategies

Proofs of Knowledge

Cryptographic Accumulators

Cryptographic Accumulators

- Accumulate multiple values 
into one
- Output size stays the same
- Prove membership of value 
in accumulated value

Accumulator Out 

In1 

In2 

In3 
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Kahoot
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Revocation - involved parties & workload
Revocation strategies

Service provider [SP]

User [U]

Issuer [I]

No party with 
significant high 

workload
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Revocation - involved parties & workload
Revocation strategies

Service provider [SP]

User [U]

Issuer [I]

No party with 
significant high 

workload

Accumulators [Acc]

- Prove membership or non-membership within accumulator for revocation list

                SP User

Prove 
credentialFetch

Compare
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Acc value



Revocation - involved parties & workload
Revocation strategies

Service provider [SP]

User [U]

Issuer [I]

Limited Lifetime [LL]

Signature Lists [RL]

credential - expiration date
…. …..
…. …..

Credential 
signatures
S(ci1)
S(ci2)

Credential identifiers
S(ci1)
S(ci2)
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Revocation - involved parties & workload
Revocation strategies

Service provider [SP]

User [U]

Issuer [I]

Verifier Local Revocation [VLR]

Downloaded list of items linked to revoked credential

I1
I2

Auth(I3)User
I3 related to any in the list?
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Revocation - involved parties & workload
Revocation strategies

Service provider [SP]

User [U]
No party with 

significant high 
workload

Pseudonymous access [Nym]

Trusted party or SP

Verifiable Encryption [VE]

    U             SP I
ci

individual - pseudonym [domain]
….. …..
…. …..

D(e, PKI)
Lookup 
status e

eE(ci, PKI)
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Six categories of revocation strategies - comparison
Revocation strategies

Complexity
O(1): 

- Nym
-  VE

O(#U):
- LL
- RLw

O(#R):
- RLb
- VLR [every verification]

O(#R +#J):
- Acc [witness update 

only]

Best solution?
Functional Properties

Anonymity: less for Nym and 
VE
Latency: higher for LL and RL
Network Connection: 
- [U] LL, RL, Acc, 
- [SP] RL, Acc, VLR
Download:
- [U] LL, RL, Acc
- [SP] VLR
Global/Local: Only Nym 
local, VE optionally local.

| 60

Nym pseudonymous access
LL limited lifetime
RL signature list
VLR verifier local revocation
Acc accumulator
VE verifiable encryption



Six categories of revocation strategies - comparison
Revocation strategies

Complexity
O(1): 

- Nym
-  VE

O(#U):
- LL
- RLw

O(#R):
- RLb
- VLR [every verification]

O(#R +#J):
- Acc [witness update 

only]

Best solution?
Functional Properties

Anonymity: less for Nym and 
VE
Latency: higher for LL and RL
Network Connection: 
- [U] LL, RL, Acc
- [SP] RL, Acc, VLR
Download:
- [U] LL, RL, Acc
- [SP] VLR
Global/Local: Only Nym 
local, VE optionally local.

Context-dependent!
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Nym pseudonymous access
LL limited lifetime
RL signature list
VLR verifier local revocation
Acc accumulator
VE verifiable encryption
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Fast-Attribute revocation
Dynamic Accumulators

Frameworks explained
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Dynamic Accumulators
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- One way hash function
- Invented by Benaloh and de Mare (1993)
- Improved by Baric and Pfitzmann (1997)

Short introduction - normal accumulators
Frameworks explained

Cryptographic Accumulators

- Accumulate multiple values 
into one
- Output size stays the same
- Prove membership of value 
in accumulated value

Accumulator Out 

In1 

In2 

In3 

Accumulator scheme:

- Gen: given 𝜆 and N, generate key.
- Eval: given key and accumulation set, 
return accumulated value z.
- Wit: given key, z, a value y, and auxiliary 
witness function aux, return witness w

- Ver: given key, y, w, z, and returns Yes/No 

probabilistic

deterministic
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Example on blackboard - inspired by A. Nicolas et al.

| 66

Normal accumulators - crypto explained
Frameworks explained



- In the context of credentials:
- New credentials added 
- Revocation of a credential 

- Depending on size accumulation set: expensive

Normal accumulators - naive approach
Frameworks explained

{a, b}

{a}

{a, b, c} Z

Y

X
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- Prevent recomputing the accumulated value on small changes
- Dynamic accumulation invented by Camenisch and Lysyanskaya (2002)

Dynamic accumulators
Frameworks explained

Dynamic Accumulator additions:

- Add: given key, z, and to be accumulated 
value y, return value z’ and auxiliary 
information aux. 
- Del: given key, z, and to be removed 
value y, return value z’ and auxiliary 
information aux. 
- Upd: given key, z, a value y, witness w, 
auxiliary information aux and return 
witness w’.

(possibly) 
probabilistic

deterministic

For each new value z’, 
it should appear as 
the accumulated value 
y has been there from 
the beginning
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- Definitions by N. Fazio et al.
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Dynamic accumulators - formulas
Frameworks explained



- Definitions by N. Fazio et al.
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Dynamic accumulators - formulas
Frameworks explained



Kahoot
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Fast-Attribute revocation
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- Issuer

The party that would like to issue its credentials.

- User

The party that would like to use the credentials from the issuers.

- Verifier

Checks:

The parties in ABCs
Fast-Attribute revocation

| 73

Service provider 
(Verifier)

User

Issuer



- Issuer

The party that would like to issue its credentials.

- User

The party that would like to use the credentials from the issuers.

- Verifier

Checks:

if the credentials attributes are as required.

if the credential has not been revoked.

The parties in ABCs
Fast-Attribute revocation
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Service provider 
(Verifier)

User

Issuer



- Revocation Agent

Responsible for revoking credentials

- Escrow Agent

Initiates revocation

- System initiated

VS

- User initiated

System initiated VS User initiated
Fast-Attribute revocation
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- epoch   =  ε  =  (ts,te)     

-  starting time - ending time

Epochs
Fast-Attribute revocation
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- generator

- Revocation Authority:
- gε,V = H(ε || V)

- ε =  (ts,te)

- V = key of the verifier

- Bloom filter

Generators
Fast-Attribute revocation
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- User generates and sends r to the issuer
- Issuer sends (C(r), SIG(r)) to the user

- The revocation agent contains a Revocation list 

RLε,V = {gε,V
r1, …, gε,V

rk}

- To revoke a credential:
- We send to the revocation agent the revocation token:

R = gε,V
r

- The revocation agent adds R to its Revocation List.

How to revoke a credential
Fast-Attribute revocation

Revocation List

gε,V
r?

gε,V
r?

gε,V
r?

gε,V
r?

…

gε,V
r?

| 78

Revocation Agent



Problems?

gε1,V        gε2,V     gε3,V                   gε4,V           gε5,V                   gε6,V  

Epochs vulnerability
Fast-Attribute revocation
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Problems?

gε1,V        gε2,V     gε3,V                   gε4,V           gε5,V                   gε6,V  

Sending: gε1,V
r1, gε1,V

r2  within the same epoch makes credentials traceable for the

Revocation Agent because it calculates the generators for itself.

Epochs vulnerability
Fast-Attribute revocation
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- User generates and sends r to the issuer
- Issuer sends (C(r), SIG(r)) to the user

- User calculates: R = gε,V
r

- if R ∈ RLε,V then credential is revoked

- Then continue normal verification
- by sending C(r)

How to check if credentials are revoked
Fast-Attribute revocation

Credential List Revocation Value

C(r1 )1 r1

C(r2 )2 r2

C(r3 )3 r3

C(r4 )4 r4

… ….

C(rk )k rk

Revocation List

R1 = gε,V
r1

R2 = gε,V
r2

R3 = gε,V
r3

R4 = gε,V
r4

…

Rk = gε,V
rk

| 81

User:                                     Verifier:



- Secure but…

- Epochs time span must be well chosen 
- This can be fixed by using multiple generators:
- gε,V,i = H(ε || V || i)

- Constant verification and proving time.
- No updates necessary

- Best strategy?

Advantages
Fast-Attribute revocation
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Kahoot
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Analysis of current 
strategies
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+ None of the parties get a big overhead 

Pseudonymous Access (Nym)
Analysis of current strategies

| 85

- Verifier is in charge of the revocation list
- Credentials can be linked within a verifiers 

domain
- No global revocation possible



+ None of the parties get a big overhead 

Verifiable Encryption (VE)
Analysis of current strategies
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- Issuer is in charge of the revocation list
- Credentials can be linked by the Issuer



+ Secure when using a short lifetime of 
credentials

Limited Lifetime (LL)
Analysis of current strategies
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- High load on the user
- Insecure when using a long lifetime of 

credentials
- To fix this, the user has to go back to the 

issuer to update the credential and increase 
the lifetime



+ Revocation is fast

Signature Lists (RL)
Analysis of current strategies
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- A lot of load on the issuer
- Both the verifier and the issue have to 

recognise the revocation value



+ Secure when complying to all 
requirements

Accumulators (Acc)
Analysis of current strategies
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- The User has to do a lot of work in order to 
prove their credential has not been revoked

- The User has to update their attributes 
regularly



+ -

Verifier-Local Revocation (VLR)
Analysis of current strategies
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- Load placed on the verifier
- Once a user gets revoked its entire history 

becomes linkable



Kahoot
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Conclusion 
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Revocation is not easy!

Conclusion

Limited computing power (e.g. 
smartcards)

Fast-attribute revocation 

Best privacy

Dynamic accumulators
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